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With a menu filled with new additions, we sample some incredibly tasty (and rather creative)  
dishes at our favourite Adliya spot, Cafe Amsterdam 

Authentic RevivAls 

s
at in the overtly twee, chic and sun filled 
conservatory section of Cafe Amsterdam, we 
are back at this perfect-for-socialising venue, 
which we think has reached a new status of 
being one of Bahrain’s classic restaurants, 

even if it’s only been around a few years - that’s how 
much of a hit this place is. 

We settle in our comfy patio style chairs and peruse 
the menu, looking out for the new items. Before coming 
we had a chat with Chef Carlos on the phone, “Don’t 
eat breakfast,” he warns us. Noted. We come with empty 
bellies and full hearts, ready to revel in endless servings 
of fantastic fare.

To begin with, a string of quinoa encrusted 
croquetas oozing with lush parmesan cheese that are a 
great starter filler for anyone with pangs of hunger! Our 
super suave server of Spanish descent no less, guided us 
through the new items on the menu, with full power 
passion and excitable gestures to match, who was so 
keen to emphasise the nutritious qualities of each dish 
- and how much he loved them. We then proceed with 
a thick potato and lentil soup with a gorgeous swirl of 
cream on top and a tasteful serving of smoked salmon 
draped into the soup. It has a very full, complete taste 
and is quite powdery too. This makes for a suitable 
winter meal, especially as the temperature drops post 
September. Another dish to complement a duvet-type 
day is the Guiness Gnocchi. This dish is creamy, stodgy 
and rather addictive. We can’t stop diving into even 

though we know we should reign it in because we have so 
many other dishes to try! 

For a lighter nibble, we have the multi-tiered tuna 
ceviche that comes with a rainbow of vegetables stacked 
above and below the perfectly dark pink tuna. The 
garnishing atop the dome arrangement add a fun flair to 
the presentation. This dish is as fresh as they come and we 
can’t handle just how zingy it is. 

Anyone who likes to combine health with a bit of 
protein should look to ordering the chicken salad. The 
chicken is super soft to bite into and is surrounded by 
a forest of greens with smatterings of chilli for an extra 
kick alongside some refreshing pomegranates to take the 
heat off. 

Now if like us, you take to burgers like a moth to a 
flame, you’ll love the Black Angus Chorizo burger adorned 
with a fried egg and shavings of truffle on top served with 
crunchy chips placed on a sturdy wooden board. It might 
be awkward to bite into (we can’t negotiate a suitable 
entry point at first!) but you simply won’t care what you 
look like as this is the most epic creation ever. 

Dessert comes in the form of an innovative yogurt 
cappuccino with an edible shortbread tray of macaroons. 
It isn’t overly sweet (courtesy of the welcomed sourness of 
the yoghurt) but is a light note to finish on. Equally too 
are the three sorbets which are given an arabic twist: rose, 
pistachio and red berries, all bursting with authenticity 
and realness. 

For more information or reservations call: 1700 7404
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